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ViewMaster HD rapid deployment 
The smart new way to lower the cost of video surveillance.
ViewMaster HD is a rapid deployment Megapixel surveillance camera which can be 
Installed in less than half an hour. It saves installation and cabling costs which typically 
account for over 60% of the cost of a conventional CCTV system.

For an instant quotation or free survey and demonstration please contact  
Verdant Technologies Ltd. call: 01932 267076 or email: sales@verdant-tech.co.uk

 Construction sites
  Communal refuse point surveillance
 Traffic control
 Fuelling stations
 Anti-social behaviour problems
 Fly tipping

 Car Parks
 Electricity substations
 High street monitoring
 Public Events
 Sports facilities
 Temporary installations

ViewMaster HD is Ideal for monitoring: 
 

Zoom into the recorded image 
without losing the overall scene



Product Details: 
ViewMaster HD comprises

For an instant quotation or free survey and demonstration please contact  
Verdant Technologies Ltd. call: 01932 267076 or email: sales@verdant-tech.co.uk

It has a powerful day/night MegaPixel camera which provides equivalent definition of over eight standard cameras 
giving much greater coverage for the cost of a single camera. It incorporates a secure wireless network which can 
be connect to an unlimited number of cameras, normally eliminating the need for costly civil works. 

It stores directly to a built-in memory card removing the need for additional network video recorders. Since the 
recording is self-contained in the camera you can review the footage whenever you wish using the free of charge 
viewing software, which can be installed on a lap top or standard computer. 

Because ViewMaster HD is so quick to deploy it can be easily and cost effectively moved from one trouble spot to 
another, so your CCTV system can be reused time after time. Central station remote monitoring via 3G or broadband 
also available. 

  Weather proof power distribution box with “commando”  
style connection plug
 External wireless access point 
 3 MegaPixel day/night camera.
 Handy industrial grade carry bag 

Sensitivity: Colour: 1 Lux. Monochrome:   

Fast shutter, 0.1 Lux. Slow shutter, 0.005Lux 

Max Image size Colour:   

048x1536 B/W 1280x960

Max Frame Rate (Megapixel definition):  

10 frames per second

Internal Recording: 32Gigabyte SD card 

Virtual PTZ: Digital Pan and zoom software 

controlled 

Audio Telephony: VOIP, SIP two-way speaker 

  High performance IEEE 802.11n 

  150Mbps high throughput

  POE interface 

  Internal aerial for up to 300 metres or 

external high gain aerial (not supplied 

as standard) for up to 1kmetre 

transmission distance (line of sight). 

The system can be quickly 

transported in the industrial holdall 

bag which comes as part of the 

package. 

Camera Specification: Wireless Access point: Holdall Bag:


